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DocuNECT Overview
DocuNECT is an electronic document capture, indexing and distribution software platform which provides a
central hub for electronic document capture. DocuNECT allows content to be captured, processed to retrieve
index values, and then distributed into the target Enterprise Document Management (EDM) system or business
application.
This document provides a complete overview of the product and is broken down into the following sections:
The DocuNECT Document Lifecycle
Capturing Documents from the Desktop
Capturing Documents from Other Sources
Indexing Documents from the Desktop
Automating Document Indexing
Distributing Documents and Data
Homepages and Dashboards
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The DocuNECT Document Lifecycle
At the heart of the DocuNECT capture technology is the Document Capture Lifecycle that contains the business
rules for capturing, indexing and distributing documents.
The following diagram provides a summary of the three basic stages of the Document Lifecycle that define how
and where the documents are captured from, how the index data is extracted, and where they are finally
distributed to:
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Document lifecycles are created using an editor through which business rules can be applied to the capture
process. The editor allows an administrator to easily create capture lifecycles, and includes a high-level scripting
language called DocScript to accommodate complex capture processes and business rules.
DocuNECT looks for data the same way we do. When we look at documents for reference data we search for
particular keywords. For example, if we pick up an invoice we search for the word Invoice No. and then look at the
associated value. The Document Lifecycle works exactly the same way. Using this method, the rules can work
with any type of document whether it is an image that has been scanned, a PDF document, a Microsoft Office
document, an email or text document.
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While this search technology works well with unstructured textual documents, DocuNECT can also work with
specific document structures. Microsoft Excel spreadsheets can reference data by columns and rows, PDF forms
have form field names that can be referenced, and XML files have tags that can be read.
The editor also allows document templates to be created that describe a particular document type. Template rules
can be applied to automatically separate documents and extract data. A typical application for capture lifecycle
templates is invoice processing as the vendor information can be added as a template for high-volume invoices to
reduce the time it takes to index documents.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q – Can I mix document formats in a batch?
A – Yes, the rules can be trained to detect different document formats and apply different rules accordingly. This
is useful if you are capturing emails where the attachments often range in format.
Q – Can I mix document types in a batch?
A – Yes, in v4.7 you can change the indexing schema during the indexing process, allowing multiple document
types to be captured in one batch.
Q – Can I ignore documents in a batch?
A – Yes, again the rules can be defined to ignore certain types of documents based on their format or content. A
typical application for this feature would be to ignore emails being sent to a central email inbox that do meet
specific criteria.
Q – Can the rules send different documents to different users or groups for indexing?
A – Yes, there may be a batch of documents that require different expertise and rules can be created to send
documents to those users who have the expertise based on the type.
Q – What if the rules fail?
A – If the rules fail then an email notification is sent out and the batch goes into an error status for the error to be
resolved.
Q – You mentioned scripting, do I need to be a developer?
A – No, the script is very high-level and is there to provide a high-degree of flexibility to manage different capture
scenarios.
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Capturing Documents
This section provides an overview of the different methods of capturing documents
using DocuNECT.

DocuNECT provides the following methods for capturing documents from the desktop:





DocuNECT Virtual Print Driver
DocuNECT Desktop Capture
DocuNECT Microsoft Windows and Outlook Integration
Capturing Documents from Other Sources

DocuNECT Virtual Print Driver
The DocuNECT Virtual Print Driver (VPD) is a great way to capture content from business applications. The VPD
works the same way as a regular print driver, except the document is directed to the DocuNECT system.
Depending on the business rules defined in the Document Lifecycle definition, the user either indexes the
document from the desktop or the document is sent to the DocuNECT server for automatic indexing.
As shown in the screenshot below the VPD is listed as a Microsoft Windows printer. Any application that has the
ability to print can use the VPD.
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The following screenshot shows a Microsoft Internet Explorer web page being printed into DocuNECT.

Once print is selected, the VPD wizard is displayed prompting for a definition to print to:
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Depending on how the definition is setup the user will be prompted for the associated index values.

“Headless” Printing
The VPD support “headless” printing, which makes the print driver available without any user input. A
configuration file is used to provide information about the target capture lifecycle so indexing rules can be applied.
This allows the VPD to be used in a server-side printing environment to capture document print-streams directly
into the DocuNECT repository.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q - Once printed, what format is the document when it appears in the Document Management System?
A - Capture definitions can be configured to create either Adobe PDF or TIFF files. If index values match an
existing record in the system, VPD can replace or append that record with the additional printed page(s).
Q - Do I have to enter the index values manually?
A - Again this depends on the how the capture definition is setup, but each definition can be setup to index from
within the VPD wizard or automatically on the server using business rules. If business rules have been defined to
extract information automatically, then documents can be printed directly into this process.
Q – Can I suppress the VPD wizard from appearing?
A – Yes, in some situations you may want to automate the printing and suppress the wizard. This may be
applicable if printing business reports on a server directly into DocuNECT.
Q – What if documents are being printed external to my firewall?
A – All DocuNECT Desktop software use web services over HTTP or HTTPS, which makes it easier to facilitate
document uploads outside the firewall.
Q – Can I use the VPD in a Citrix (www.citrix.com)?
A – Yes, the VPD is compatible with both environments.
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DocuNECT Desktop Capture
The DocuNECT Desktop Capture application allows for electronic documents to be uploaded for batch
processing. The application has a built-in file browser and image viewer to make it easier to search the desktop
for documents to upload:

Multiple documents can be selected and uploaded in a batch and indexed before being uploaded to DocuNECT.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Q – Can I upload any document using the Desktop Capture?
A – Yes, the browser views image formats (TIFF, BMP, PNG, JPEG, and GIF), Adobe PDF and Microsoft Office,
however, any document can be uploaded and stored in its native format.
Q – What if I have an image file that I want to break up into separate documents for indexing?
A – The application can break up one TIFF document into separate documents.

Capturing Documents from a Desktop Scanner
Many desktop scanners are typically bundled with scanning software. Desktop Capture now has the ability to
point to scanning software and the associated folder. Pressing the scanning button in Desktop Capture starts the
scanning software. Once scanning is complete and the scanning application is closed, Desktop Capture imports
the documents and splits them by a patch code if one is found. The documents can then be indexed and
distributed to DocuNECT.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q – Does this work with any third party scanning software?
A – We have tested many scanners and bundled software from Kodak, Fujitsu and Canon. We have also tested
standalone scanning applications such as VueScan (http://www.hamrick.com/), ccScan
(http://www.capturecomponents.com/), and IrfanView (http://www.irfanview.com/). We will continue to test
scanning software and provide feedback via our web site.

DocuNECT Microsoft Windows and Outlook Integration
Documents can be captured directly from Microsoft Windows Explorer or Microsoft Outlook. This functionality is
part of the Desktop Capture application. When installed the Desktop Capture application becomes part of the
Send To option. Either single or multiple documents can be selected and then sent to DocuNECT.
The Drop Zone is an opaque green window that hovers above all other applications and allows you to drag and
drop documents from Windows Explorer as well as email and associated attachments from Microsoft Outlook.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q – Can you drag and drop more than one document at a time?
A – Yes, you can select multiple files from the desktop and then drag the files to the drop zone.
Q – Can you drag and drop emails and attachments?
A – Yes, you can drag and drop emails and associated attachments.
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Capturing Documents from Email
This functionality allows for a central email inbox being setup as an input to a business process. For example, an
email address such as invoices@company.com can be setup to allow vendors to automatically email documents
directly into the document management system, or into an indexing queue depending on the business rules that
have been setup.
The rules allow for the email body and/or attachments to be captured along with the email metadata such as the
From, To, Cc, etc.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q – What if I have Lotus Notes or Groupwise email?
A – Although DocuNECT has native integration with Microsoft Exchange it can also work by using the POP3 or
IMAP protocols which make this functionality accessible to other email systems such as Lotus Notes or
Groupwise.
Q – Can I send back an email confirmation?
A – Yes, an email confirmation can be sent back to the originator confirming receipt.
Q – Can I process the attachments and the body of the email?
A – Yes, this is configurable to capture the body of the email, the attachments, or both.

Migrating Documents from Local or Network File Locations
This feature monitors a folder structure and will import the documents it finds. Business rules such as folder and
file naming can be applied to automatically assign index data. This process is often used for document migrations
as it can apply business rules to an entire network share and import the documents into a document management
system.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q – Can I determine what documents are processed?
A – Yes, the rules can determine which file types to include or ignore.

FTP, sFTP or SSH
Documents can be captured from an FTP site, or a Secure FTP site. SSH can also be used via a product called
Bitvise (www.bitvise.com). By using the SSH and sFTP protocols it makes it an ideal process for secure transfer
of documents between organizations.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q – Can I apply the same rules as the network share?
A – Yes, the system sees an FTP site and essentially another drive so the same business rules can be applied.
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Multi-Function Device Integration
Organizations are utilizing their existing copiers as scanning devices. These devices allow documents to be
scanned and, in some cases, basic indexing to be applied. Typically, the interface on a multi-function device
allows users to select a document type and enter an index value.
DocuNECT can import images scanned on a multi-function device and process them. DocuNECT has the
following image processing features:











Process either TIFF or PDF image documents
Document separation by using a patch code, barcode or contextual value
Image cleanup including despeckle and deskew
Blank page removal
Automatic rotation
Barcode reading, including: Patch Code, Code 11, Code 39, Code 128, CodaBar, Inter2of5, EAN13,
EAN8, UPCE, PDF417, Data Matrix, QR Code
Image compression, using page analysis to determine the most appropriate compression algorithm for
both PDF and TIFF images
Supported PDF image compression: JBIG, JPEG, and PNG
Supported TIFF image compression: Group 3, Group 4, JPEG, JPEG Type 7, CCITT RLE, LZW, Pack
Bits, and Deflate
OCR engine for text extraction. This works for both PDF and TIFF images that can produce Microsoft
Word, HTML, Text, Rich Text Format (RTF) and PDF image plus text with text underlay

If the multi-function device does not have the ability to identify the user then DocuNECT has a barcode generation
utility that generates the barcode based on the user’s current Active Directory login. This can be used to separate
scanned documents and lookup the user’s email so a notification can be sent with a URL link to the batch to be
indexed.

Document Classification
The classification module provides the ability for operators to review/modify the document separation:
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Indexing Documents
Once documents have been captured then index data needs to be assigned or
extracted using business rules so the documents can be classified for the target
document management system.

Indexing Documents from the Desktop
In a capture lifecycle, documents can either be indexed at the desktop (point of capture), in a batch through a web
application, or automatically by applying business rules. The screenshot below shows indexing from the Desktop
Capture application:
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Indexing Documents on the Web
The web based batch indexing has a more powerful interface as it is designed for high-volume indexing and data
verification.

The following screenshot shows the DocuNECT batch management feature which summarizes the different
batches going through the Document Lifecycle process.
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The batch summary displays a tabular view of the document and data in the batch.

DocuNECT now allows a batch report to be produced for each batch.
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The indexing module allows quick data entry and verification of the document. Annotations to the document can
be made to provide additional notes or information.

The indexers can escalate the document to another user, or move the document into an error batch for
processing later.
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The recipients of the escalation will receive an email with a link to the batch and the actual document. By clicking
on the link, they will be able to review the error and resolve the escalation.

Business Rule Document Routing
In a distributed capture environment, the process of gathering index information may be more complicated than
just one user. It may require business rules to drive the document to the right people. For example, if you consider
an invoice that needs to be assigned with a GL code.

The DocuNECT Workflow can map these rules to make the indexing more distributed. Features of the workflow
include:
Supports parallel or serial processing of tasks
Tasks can be setup as notifications, approve/reject, or an electronic signature
Tasks can be user based, role based or system based
User tasks go directly to the users inbox
Role based tasks allow the user to select the task when they are ready to work on it
System tasks are not related to a user, but follow logic to help determine the next stage in the process.
For example, a condition such as test whether an invoice amount is over a certain value.
 Waiting tasks can be setup to wait for an event to happen before the workflow continues
 Comments can be added to the workflow packet, or document during the workflow
 Email notifications can be configured to notify users of a task they have received
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The following screenshot shows as Human Resources workflow:

The workflow packet contains information about the task and allows the user to add comments, view attached
documents.
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Automating Document Indexing
There may be situations where documents can be automatically indexed to reduce the labor involved in
processing documents. DocuNECT supports the following automated indexing features:
 Extract the content of a PDF or TIFF image by using the DocuNECT OCR server
 Extract the content of PDF text documents, Microsoft Word, HTML, XML and Text documents using
business rules. The rules can use search tags or regular expressions to extract specific data from
documents and assign them index values
 Extract content from Microsoft Excel documents by referencing rows and columns
 Extract content from PDF forms by referencing form fields
 Read the following barcode formats Patch Code, Code 11, Code 39, Code 128, CodaBar, Inter2of5,
EAN13, EAN8, UPCE, PDF417, Data Matrix, QR Code
 Database lookup and processing functionality to retrieve data from external databases
 Converts PostScript, TIFF and Microsoft Office to PDF
 Converts PDF to TIFF
 Indexes from an external reference file. If you receive documents with index data in a text or XML file for
example then rules can be defined to import this format
 Documents can be split by rules. For example, a text or PDF business report can be split based on the
occurrence or change in value such as a department or project code
These supported features combine traditional report management and image processing into electronic document
capture.

Classification Rules
Rules can be configured to automatically search for tags in documents. A confidence is assigned to each rule,
and an overall confidence threshold is set in the lifecycle. If the overall threshold is not met, then an operator will
need to review the results.
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Indexing Rules
Once a document has been classified then the associated indexing rules can be applied to extract the values.
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The indexing also works on a threshold and will flag indexes to the operator to confirm the values before
continuing.
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Distributing Documents and Data
Now that the documents have been classified during the indexing stage they can be
released to the target business application. The documents and/or data can be
distributed to different business applications.

Once the documents have been processed and the data extracted they can be distributed to an external source.
The following external sources are supported:
 EMC Documentum ApplicationXtender. Maps the documents and indexes to an ApplicationXtender
application. DocuNECT can add pages to an existing document by checking whether the combination of
index values already exists; create a new document, or new version
 EMC Documentum D6. Maps the documents and indexes to D6 document types and attributes. Custom
permission sets (ACLs) can be applied, custom DQL can be executed to update registered tables, and
folders can be created dynamically from index values
 Microsoft SharePoint. Maps the documents and indexes to Microsoft SharePoint document libraries and
columns. Custom permission sets (ACLs) can be applied and folders can be created dynamically from
index values
 File Location or Network Share. The documents can be published to a file share with the index data being
exported as a text file or an external database
 FTP or Secure FTP site. The documents can be published to a FTP/sFTP site with the index data being
exported as a text file or an external database
 Email. Documents and data can be emailed out to a specific target audience
 Web Service Upload. If the documents and/or data is to be uploaded to a third party business application
then a web service can be called with an XML structure

Frequently Asked Questions
Q – What output formats does DocuNECT support for the data?
A – DocuNECT can write the data out into a number of different formats, from text/CSV files, to XML files and
external databases.
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Homepages and Dashboards
Homepages are static documents or HTML pages that can present information to users, whereas dashboards
extend the homepage to become more dynamic.

Homepages
To give the users a more intuitive experience dashboard can be added at the system level, for each role, or for
each user.
As soon as one of the homepages is setup the Home link becomes available on the user’s menu bar when they
log in as shown below:

Dashboards
Dashboard allows DocScript to be added that dynamically populate information. For example, you may want to
create a homepage that contains a link to all the error batches, or a list of document searches. You can
dynamically add the following information to your dashboard:
 Admin Information:
o Storage space monitoring
o Connectors that have an execution error
o Link to Application Logs
o Links to the different part of the Administration sub-menu
 User
o Batch status information
o Cabinet list with descriptions
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My Batches
My Batches provides an overview of all the batches that you need to index

Batch Summary
This section summarizes the batch activity by cabinet:
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This section summarizes the batch activity by status:

Taking It a Step Further
As dashboard use HTML, they can also be extended to provide powerful functionality and can be made more
interactive with the use of JavaScript, JQuery, and AJAX coupled with DocuNECT’s web services. A good
example of this is the My Documents dashboard that uses these technologies to present graphs and real-time
information.
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